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GIMONT CHAIR. This sculptural piece
is unique and mesmerizing. Its
juxtaposition of both metal and wood,
accompanied with shiny metal linings
make this chair have a 360º impact.
H: 28" x W: 23" x D: 25"

AMAN CHAIR. Is fully sculpted from
solid wood. It’s concave shape
highlights it’s ethnic influences,
making it a perfect decorative piece
for any space.
H: 30" x W: 24" x D: 24"

VELAY CHAIR. Simple and elegant
chair inspired by 60’s Scandinavian
design. From it’s smooth lines,
curved back and comfortable seat,
this chair is perfect for dining rooms
and casual settings alike.
H: 36" x W: 23" x D: 24"

AMBERT LAMP TABLE. This modern
table stands out due to its unique
design. It’s conic metal base with
rustic finish extends two arms that
support the exquisite marble top.
H: 27" x W: 32" x D: 32"

BRACH PEDESTAL. Decorative,
functional and rustic, this pedestal is
designed for showcasing objects
d’art. It’s mechanism is created so
that the table top can be lifted to
different heights.
H: 27" x W: 20" x D: 20"

BRESSET BAR STOOL. French 50’s
inspired bar stool has a symmetrical
design elegantly joined at the
backrest by a hand made brass clasp
and brass inlay all throughout the
arms and back.
H: 40" x W: 23" x D: 23"

AUVILLE NIGHT STAND. Inspired by
the French 50’s with a hint of oriental
influences. It’s cover has a
retractable table, leather covered
drawer and finely pointed legs with
brass caps.
H: 24" x W: 18" x D: 17"

BELLIET CONSOLE. It’s irregularly
formed base and three standing legs
make it visually appealing. It’s finish is
rustic and sophisticated achieving an
aged esthetic perfect for decorating
any space.
H: 32" x W: 47" x D: 24"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Alfonso Marina offers high-end furniture with the finest selection of materials and finishes, providing design and quality.
With 40 years in the business, Alfonso Marina has influenced design trends by preserving the essence of creating timeless pieces of the
highest quality that are not limited to a particular period or style, being able to satisfy diverse tastes that work in current metropolitan
decorations and casual environments.
Alfonso Marina ́s extension reaches the most demanding audiences around the world, remaining a proud Mexican brand.
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